	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

REPORT: Professional development forum:
More about cultural development planning in local government
Presented by the Cultural Development Network in collaboration with
the Arts and Culture Committee, Municipal Association of Victoria, 7 May 2015

	
  
This event introduced the Framework for Cultural Development Planning (CDP) that CDN has been establishing
over the past year, in collaboration with councils across Victoria. Hosted at the Municipal Association of Victoria
(MAV), this event involved more than 40 staff and elected reps from metropolitan and regional councils, state
governments, arts organisations and New Zealand national government, as well as students from several Victorian
universities. It acted as a refresher and extension of last year’s forum series on cultural development planning run
by CDN across Victoria.
The Framework for Cultural Development Planning has been created to address the identified needs of councils in
planning for the cultural needs of their communities. Research undertaken by CDN in 2013 and 2015 confirmed
that there was a growing trend of cultural development planning in the state, but no shared principles or practices in
use. Councils across Victoria were creating their plans separately and independently, without any standards or
guidelines - resulting in poor use of resources and inconsistent plans across the sector.
Cr. Angela Altair, Chair, MAV Arts and Culture Committee and long term Councillor, City of Hobsons Bay, opened
the forum. She provided an enthusiastic message of support on behalf of the MAV Committee for the establishment
of cultural development planning to strengthen the practice and expand connections between Victorian councils.
Forum facilitators John Smithies, Director, and Kim
Dunphy, Research Program Manager, CDN,
introduced the framework, which was presented as an
on-line Guide to Cultural Development Planning. The
Framework is structured around six major principles –
Based on values; Directed towards goals, within policy
domains; Informed by evidence; Underpinned by a
Theory of Change; Focussed on outcomes; and
Respondent to Evaluation. An underlying ethos of
change, strategy, and a vision for desired futures
informs the framework. It offers a process of deciding
on strategic direction, considering community needs,
issues and resources available within LGAs. It does
not determine or recommend what activities individual
councils will undertake, only the recommended
process of deciding what those activities might be. It is suggested to support transferability of skills and practices
across councils, and thus improve the overall work of the sector.
CDN’s Research Assistant Leda Yazgin discussed the findings of an analysis of existing plans against the six
principles. This study indicated the need for opportunities for professional development and new resources to
support councils’ cultural development planning, as few of the plans were consistent with the principles as yet.
Kay Parkin, Arts Manager of Central Goldfields Shire, shared the cultural development plan she has been creating
for her council in collaboration with CDN. This offered an example of the framework in action, and illustration of
each of the principles.

CDN Research Intern Becky Hogg presented her research investigating international models of planning for local
government, comparing them against the principles of the Framework. She reported that the Framework’s
principles were aligned with approaches taken by government of all levels, in many disciplines, particularly with its
focus on outcomes, and use of evidence to inform planning. CDN Research Intern Yuji Weisgard discussed his
ongoing project connecting cultural development planning with urban planning, and his efforts to find points of
contact between the two disciplines to strengthen both.
Sue Strano, Coordinator Arts, City of Port Phillip and member of MAV’s Arts and Culture Committee spoke about
the progress of that group’s Benchmarking sub-committee, which has been meeting to establish a set of agreed
benchmarks for local’s government’s cultural development activity. The final speaker was Kitty Owens from
Museums Australia Victoria who discussed her organisation’s pending survey to collect data about collections and
collection management in Victorian councils. CDN and MA (Vic) plan ongoing collaboration in this process of data
collection to reduce overlap and increase the availability and comparability for data for councils and peak bodies.
The program comprised presentations, group discussion and activities, examination of a case study example, and
general information sharing. A particular focus was participatory activities of identifying community needs based on
the direction of the Council Plan, researching evidence using web resources, and practicing the conception and
application of a ‘theory of change’. The function of a theory of change to assist planners in addressing council and
community needs was discussed, and strategies that might be applied to inform and achieve outcomes.
The web-based resource presented at the forum is being revised in response to feedback from participants, and
then presented to the MAV Arts and Culture Committee for ratification. The final version will be made available
from CDN’s website for practitioners and councillors to utilise as a guide for devising, reviewing, and implementing
their own cultural development plans.
Feedback from forum attendees indicated that overall the
event was perceived as being of high quality and useful
and relevant. Some comments include:
“It is a very thorough and well thought through
process which should be achievable for everyone
to implement and a wonderful resource once they
get used to it”
“Everything I have been trying to say, but said
much better!”.
A strong theme in participants’ feedback was a desire for
direct support to councils in implementing the Framework.
Participants also identified topics for future professional development, with evaluation and use of data named as
the highest priorities.
For further information:
Website: http://www.culturaldevelopment.net.au/planning/ (password protected, please contact Lyndall Metzke for
credentials: lyndall@culturaldevelopment.net.au)
MAV Arts and Culture Committee Meetings 2015: 21st May; 20th August; 19th November, 2-4pm. Most often held at
MAV’s Office, Level 11, 60 Collins Street, Melbourne.
Issues related to cultural development in Victorian councils are discussed between staff and elected
representatives. Councillors welcome. http://www.mav.asn.au/about-us/committees/Pages/default.aspx
	
  

